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We write N(G;H) for the number of (labelled) copies of H in G, and setN(l; H) = maxfN(G;H) : jGj = lg:We are interested in how this behaves for �xed H and large l. Before statingour result, we need to recall a little terminology.A stable set ofH is a subset of V (H) meeting each edge ofH at most once.A fractional stable set is a function � : V ! [0; 1] such that Pv2e �(v) � 1for each e 2 E. The fractional stable number of H, denoted ��(H), is themaximum over fractional stable sets � of Pv2V �(v).An (edge) cover of H is a set of edges whose union is V (H). A fractionalcover is  : E ! [0; 1] such that Pe3v  (e) � 1 for each v 2 V . Thefractional cover number of H, ��(H), is the minimum over fractional covers of Pe2E  (e). By the duality theorem of linear programming one has��(H) = ��(H) for every H.We will show that for given H, the growth of N(l; H) is basically a func-tion of ��(H):Theorem 1.1 For any hypergraph H, N(l; H) = �(l��(H)).For graphs this was shown (using di�erent language) in [1].Proof. As mentioned above, the interesting part of the theorem is the upperbound. For the lower bound, let � be an optimal fractional stable set of H(i.e. one maximizing P�(v)). Let l1 = l=jHj, V (H) = fv1; : : : ; vkg, and foreach i 2 [k], let Xi be a set of l�(vi)1 vertices (with distinct Xi's disjoint andb c's omitted). Set V (G) = [Xi.Now letG consist of all edges fxi1 ; : : : ; xisg with xij 2 Xij and fvi1 ; : : : ; visg 2H. Since � is a fractional stable set, G contains at most l1 copies of any edgeof H, so at most l edges in all. On the other hand, G clearly contains atleast Q jXij = l��(H)1 = 
(l��(H)) copies of H.We now turn to the upper bound. Here our main tool is the followinglemma of J. Shearer.ForW a hypergraph on V and F � V , the trace ofW on F is Tr(W;F ) =fW \ F : W 2 Wg.
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Lemma 1.2 Suppose W is a hypergraph on a set V and F1; : : : ; Fs are (notnecessarily distinct) subsets of V such that each x 2 V belongs to at least tof the Fj's. Then jWj � sYj=1 jTr(W; Fj)j1=t:(The lemma is stated in [4] with \exactly" in place of \at least," but this iseasily seen to be equivalent.)Let N = N(G;H) and V (H) = fv1; : : : ; vkg. We regard a copy of H inG as an injection � : V (H)! V (G) such that for each e 2 H, �(e) (de�nedin the obvious way) belongs to G, and write � for the set of such �'s.Proposition 1.3 There is a partition V (G) = V1 [ � � � [ Vk such thatjf� 2 � : �(vi) 2 Vi i = 1; : : : ; kgj � k�kN: (1)Proof. For � : V (G) ! [k] chosen uniformly at random, Vi := ��1(i) and� 2 �, we have Pr(�(vi) 2 Vi 8i) = k�k. Thus the right hand side of (1) isthe expected value of the left hand side when the Vi's are chosen at randomin this way. 2To prove the upper bound, it is thus enough to �x a partition V (G) =V1 [ � � � [ Vk and bound the number, say M , of � 2 � for which �(vi) 2 Vifor all i. Writing �0 for the set of such �, we may identify � 2 �0 with thesubset W� = f�(v1); : : : ; �(vk)g of V (G). We will apply Lemma 1.2 to thecollection W = fW� : � 2 �0g.Clearing denominators in a rational-valued optimal fractional cover of H(note this always exists) gives integers s, t with s=t = �� and (not necessarilydistinct) A1; : : : ; As 2 H such that each v 2 V (H) is in at least t of the Aj's.For j = 1; : : : ; s, let Fj = [vi2AjVi � V (G), and set F = fF1; : : : ; Fsg. Theneach x 2 V (G) is in at least t members of F .Now (the point) for each j 2 [s] and � 2 �0, we have W� \ Fj 2 G, sothat, crudely, jTr(W; Fj)j � l: (2)Lemma 1.2 now gives the desired bound:M � sYj=1 jTr(W; Fj)j1=t � ls=t = l�� :3



2Remarks. One can improve this a bit by being more careful in (2). If werestrict to �0 then each edge of G is a copy of just one edge of H. Then if  is an optimal fractional cover of H and l(A) denotes the number of copies ofA (2 H) in G (so P (A) = �� and l(A) = (A) � l with P (A) = 1), thenthe above argument givesM � YA2H l(A) (A) =Y((A)l) (A) � l�� Y  (A)�� ! (A) :In some cases the bound so obtained gives away practically nothing. Forinstance, if H is the complete graph Kk, then our bound iskk( k2!�1l)k=2 � pe(2l)k=2whereas taking G = Kq where �q2� = l (and ignoring questions of integrality),we have N(G;H) = q(q � 1) � � � (q � k + 1) � (2l)k=2:2 An upper bound via a hypercontractive es-timateIn this section we present an upper bound on N(l; H) using harmonic analy-sis. The bound is, unfortunately, generally weaker than that of Theorem 1.1(though we do recover the latter in many cases, in particular in the originalcase of graphs). Still, the proof seems interesting enough (perhaps more in-teresting than the preceding one) to justify its inclusion here. It would bevery nice if it could be extended to give the correct upper bound in general.Given a hypergraph H an even cover of H is a list of (not necessarilydistinct) edges of H such that each vertex of H belongs to a positive evennumber of edges in the list (counting multiplicities). For a hypergraph H,we write �(H) for half the least cardinality of an even cover of H. Clearly�(H) � ��(H), and it is easy to see that the inequality is often strict.That �(H) = ��(H) when H is a graph follows from a result of Lov�asz[6] stating that every graph has an optimal fractional cover taking values in4



f0; 1=2; 1g. It is easy to see that if  has minimum support among optimalfractional covers of this type, then Pe3x  (e) is integral for each vertex x, sothat a list of edges in which each e has multiplicity 2 (e) is an even cover ofweight 2��(H).Thus the next result agrees with Theorem 1.1 at least when H is a graph.Theorem 2.1 For every �xed H, N(l; H) = O(l�(H)).Proof. We write us for the character (Walsh function) corresponding tos 2 Zn2 ; that is, for r 2 Zn2 , us(r) = (�1)hs;ri, where h�; �i is the standard innerproduct. Given a hypergraph G with edges E = fe1; : : : ; elg and verticesV = fx1; : : : ; xng, set vi = 1ei (i.e. vij = 1fxj2eig) and u = Pli=1 uvi : Zn2 ! R.Taking norms with respect to uniform measure on Zn2 , we will use thefollowing generalization of Khinchine's inequality, whose proof, based on ahypercontractive estimate of Bonami and Beckner [2], [3] is given in [5]; seealso [7]. (The weight of s 2 f0; 1gn is P si.)Lemma 2.2 Let S be any set of vectors of weight at most k in f0; 1gn, andu = Ps2S us. Then for any q > 2, kukq � (q � 1)k=2kuk2.For our particular u, notice that the orthonormality of the charactersimplies kuk2 = l1=2. Taking � = �(H), q = 2� and c = (q � 1)��k, we thushave from Lemma 2.2,l� = kuk22� � c(kuk2�)2� = c Z juj2�� c ����Z u2����� = c ����Z (X uei)2����� = c �����XI Z Yi2I uei����� ;where the last sum is over those I which are edge-lists of length 2� (so theproducts include multiplicities). But, again by orthonormality, R Qi2I uei is1 if I is an even cover of [i2Iei, and otherwise is 0. Thus c�1l� is at leastthe number of even covers of cardinality 2� of subhypergraphs of G, whichis clearly at least N(G;H). 25
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